
Give the Impossible Job to the Robot! 

Footnotes 

[1] Like “Teledepots” in most major cities—those cities still functioning in the wake of Third 

Civil War (2029-2031)—the Denver Teledepot offers an assortment of vehicles and humanoid 

bodies for rental and usage in the greater Rocky Mountain Territory. Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

entities can transmit their core data into the Depot, rent a unit, and travel and interact with the 

physical world, as needed for their jobs. The Denver Teledepot rates as 3.75 of 5 stars. 

[2] Autonomous Taxi Companies (ATC) provide a safer and more reliable alternative to the 

ancient model of human-piloted ride-sharing transportation. With an array of multi-passenger 

options, from the standard jaunt-coach to the extra-wide-body jaunt-wagons, all equipped with 

cutting edge vertical take-off and landing wave propulsion, a local ATC is the best choice for 

your sub-Territory travel needs. Human or AI-rented humanoid, ATC will carry you swiftly and in 

style. Don’t forget to ask about in-flight entertainment, including multiple VR streams. 

[3] The Artificial Intelligence Act of 2037 requires a strict management and reporting structure 

for any company wishing to deploy semi-to-near-fully autonomous AI entities in commercial, 

military, or governmental work. The most senior AI manager, often known as the “Circuit 

Keeper,” must have full monitoring and control functions over all junior AI in its company 

hierarchy, allowing a strictly centralized command structure. This Circuit Keeper Officer, or CKO, 

must be fully controllable by a human Board of Overseers, with fail-safes for unauthorized 

independent decision-making.  

[4] No company deserves more credit for saving higher education in the wake of the Third Civil 

War than TechDisruptEdu. A group of visionary software engineers from greater Boise, their 

groundbreaking application of near-fully-autonomous AI to education upended the teaching 

profession, proving once and for all that the best teachers for humans are robots. 

TechDisruptEdu offers premier primary, secondary, and ongoing education opportunities for 

eligible pupils of America’s five private schools and three universities. Acceptance is rigorous, 

but the rewards are for a lifetime. Enroll your toddler in a pre-qualification assessment today. 

Financing not available.    

[5] While many robot-human interactions can achieve their purposes in the VR streams, some 

services still seem to work best with actual physical interaction (e.g., punishment for crimes, 

sexual pleasure, education). AI working in these jobs are advised to rent a humanoid-appearing 

body from a Teledepot nearest their client, the more practical solution than inhabiting a single 

physical body, prone to wear-and-tear, depreciation, and higher insurance premiums. Current 

rented body models feature a liquid polymer outer layer, which can be configured into very 
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human-seeming skins, hairs, and expressions. AI should observe all rented body best practices, 

however, as humans can still find them off-putting.  

[6] As described in “Optimal motivational schemes and algorithms for tomorrow’s AI: Robots 

serving humans happily” (Primus University Press, 2038), the best way to motivate and control 

near-fully-autonomous AI has proven to be endowing them with a never-ceasing purpose but a 

limited functional lifespan in which to achieve said purpose. Extra lifespan, or time, can be 

offered as a reward for good service. An internal minutes register provides a constant reminder 

and motivator to the individual AI of lifespan remaining.    

[7] For all your acute medical needs, the HomeMed unit offers all the abilities and medical 

materials of an ER nurse in the comfort of your own home. Sign up for a subscription service 

and never run out of the essentials, from gauze to morphine. Financing not available.  

[8] HomeMed units come equipped with a diagnostic mechanism, a MedReader, able to 

identify hundreds of ailments and diseases with a simple fluid scan. Note: with the continued 

emergence of hyper-viruses, best practices recommend subscribing to monthly database and 

vaccination upgrades. Financing not available.    
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